FAI JUDGE TRAINING COURSE NOTICE

Disciplines: Canopy Formation, Formation Skydiving and Speed

Competition: 2018 FAI World Parachuting Championships

Where: Gold Coast, QLD, Australia

Dates: 7-12 October 2018 inclusive (6 days)

Fees: **AU$1,400 Full Package** includes 4* accommodation twin-share from 6-13 October (eight nights inclusive), 3 x meals x seven days, Opening and Closing Ceremonies, Judging trainer, judging equipment, judging classrooms, Gala Banquet, local transport, transfers from Brisbane (BNE) or Gold Coast (OOL) airports.

**OR**

~**AU$800 Basic Package** includes dormitory-style on-site accommodation up to quad-share, seven x lunches (7-13 Oct), Opening and Closing Ceremonies, Judging trainer, judging equipment, judging classrooms, Gala Banquet, local transport, transfers from Brisbane (BNE) or Gold Coast (OOL) airports.

Chief Judges: CF: TBA
FS: TBA
SP: Arnold Hohenegger

Organiser: Gail Bradley  
gail.brady@apf.com.au

Registration: 1. Your NAC has to register you on the training course to the Organiser and to Karla Cole - karlacole@aol.com (IPC JTCC).
2. The most recent two years of your Judge Log Book must be scanned to Karla Cole when you register.

Judging System: InTime V8 for FS & CF. ISSA software for SP. InTime Laptops will be provided.

Comments: You can only join the courses if you are a National Judge in the relevant discipline. CF and FS will not proceed without a minimum number of 14 Full Package Judges across CF, FS & SP. SP will occur regardless of the minimum numbers being met. A maximum of six SP Judges may apply. If you have questions about the content of the course please contact CJoT.